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Tagungsbericht JO /1980

Unendlichd.:ilrensionale einfache Lie-Algebren

29.6. bis 5.7.1980

Im Rahmen der Arbeitsgemeinschaft Algebra wurde in diesem Jahr eine Tagung

über unendlichdimensionale Lie-Algebren veranstaltet. Auf diesem Gebiet gibt es

gegenwärtig zwei dominierende Themen: Die Theorie der Lie-Algebren von Vektor-

Feldern und die Theqrie der Kac-Maody Lie-Algebren. Während das erste Thema schon

mehrfach Gegenstand internationaler Tagungen (an anderen Orten) war, hat zu dem

zweiten anscheinend noch nie irgend eine.Konfer.enz stattgefunden. Andererseits

sind es gerade die eufsehenerregenden jOngsten Entwicklungen zu diesem zweiten

Thema (die Anwendungen auf Potenzreihen-Identiteten. Modulformen, Darstellungen

von Köchern. endliche Gruppen, elliptische Singularitäten, sogar in der Analysis

und der Physik), di~ das Gebiet für die Arbeitsgemeinschaft Algebra besonders

attraktiv machten. Aus diesen Gründen wurde bei dieser Tagung die Betonung auf

das zweite Thema, die Kac-Moody Lie-Algebren gelegt. In umfangreicheren EinfQhrungs

~ und Überblicke-Vorträgen wurden die Entwicklungen beider Themen während der letzten

10-15 Jahre zusammßngefaßt. Dabei wurden natürlich die Entwicklungen der letzten

2-3 Jahre am ausführlichst2n berücksichtigt. Neben den Vortregsn mit Einrünrungs-

Charakter gab es eine Reihe von (meist kürzeren) Vorträgen, bei der die Betonung-

auf der aktuellen Forschung lag.

Im Anschluß an die Liste der Tagungs-Teilnehmer geben wi~ eine inhaltliche

Zusammenfassung der Tagung. Danach folgen da~n das Programm und die Vortragsauszüge.
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The present conference summarizes the development5 of the theory of

infinite-dimensional Lie algebras for the last 10-15 years. Of course.

most extensively the developments of the fast 2-3 years are discussed.

At present. the two major directions in the theory of infinite-dimen

sional Lia algebras are: the theory of Lie algebras of veetor fields and

the theory of Kac-Moody Lie algebras. The first direetion has been dis

eussed at a number of conferences before. and it was deeided to make the

emphasis on the seeond direetion. which. it seems. has not been a topie

of any cenferenee befere.

The first direction was presented in a survey series of lectures by

Haefliger. and was concerned with the most intensively developing. topic

in the field - connections between the Gelfand-Fuks cohamology with the

foliation theory. Another promising topie - the theery of differential

Lie algebras - has been discussed by Weisfeiler.

The rest of the talks deal with the theory of Kac-Moody Lieoalgebras

and related topics. There were two series of survey talks on Kac-Moody

Lie algebras. ane by V. Kac and another by H. Garland. and sev~ral talks

about the current research.

Lately. the mast extensive work in the field has been dealing with

the highest weight representations af the Kac-Moody Lie algebras. The

basic result is the so ealled Weyl-Kac charaeter farmula. First. its appli

cation was the representatian-theoretical interpretation of the celebrated

Macdonald identities found by Kae. This is presented in Kac's leetures.

After that a number af ather applications to cambinatorics have been found
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(Feingold, Kac, Lepowsky, Macdonald, Milne,.,~), Another interesting

topic - application to the cohomology of loap spaces - has been started

by Garland. The developing of this is discussed in 'Lepowsky·s talk. Some

related problems were discussed by Macdonald.

The problem of constructing the re~resentations of the Kac-Moody Lie

algebras explicitly (considered by Frankel, Kac, Kazhdan, Lepowsky, Peter-

san. Wilson) is discussed in Kac's lectures. This turned out to be inti- ~.

mately related to the dual resonances in the quantum field theory CFrenkel-

Kac). The necessary background of the dual resonance models has been pre-

sented by P. Goddard.

More and more exciting connections of the representation theory of

affine Kac-Maody Lie algebras with other fields of mathemetics have been

discovered recently. Peterson talked about the connections with classical

theta-functions and modular forms (Kac, Petersan). Slodowy presented his

recent results, relating Kac-Maody Lie algebras to the theory of elliptic

singularities. Frenkel presented his work on orbital theary for affine

Lie algebras and its connections with the Wiener integral. Perhaps, ans

should ment10n connections with the "Monster" group (Conway, Norton, Kac).

This was among the topics which were not discussed because of the time limit.

There has been an extensive activity in the past couple of years about

the completely integrable Hamiltonian systems, associated to coadjaint

orbits in infinite-dimensional Lie algebras (Adler, van Moerbeke, FrankeI,

Reiman, Semenov-Tian-Shanskii, Manin, Lebedev and others), This was dis

cussed in two talks - by Adler and by van Moerbeke.
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Recently connections with arbitrary Kec-Moody Lie algebras have been

found. We mention the work of Looijenga on singularities (which was not

presented) and Kac's work ön quivers presented. along with related results

of Ringel. by Kraft. Wilson discussed same recent results on Kac-Moody Lie

algebras of prime characteristic.

At the same time Garland has been developing arithmetic theory of loap

groups (groups which have as Lie algebras the affine Kac-Moody Lie algebres).

This was presented in his series of talks. It seems. that Borel's talk is

related to this subject. Unfortunately. there was no time for the discussion

cf the related work of Kazhdan. Lusztig. Moody. Teo. Tits. Presley and ethers;

not to mentien Gahberg and his schoel.

It seems that the twa major directions mentioned above have at least ane

abject in common - the representation theory of the Lie algebra of vecter

fields on the circle and the corresponding group (Goncharova. Feigin. Fuks.

Kac. Segal and physicistsJ. This and ether works on representation theory

of the groups of diffeomorphisms (Gel fand. Graev. Vershik. Ismagilov and

others) were not discussed. Unfortunately. none of the invited Soviet mathe

maticians (Bernstein. FUKS. Ismagilov. Kantor. Kirillov. Ovsienko. Rudakov.

Semenov-Tian- Shanskii. and ethers) was present. It is obvious fram our brief

survey. that the conference would have had additional benefit fram their

participatian.
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Vortragsauszüge

"Kac V.G.: Introduction to Kac-Moody Lie algebras

This was an introductory lecture to the theory of the Kac-Moody Lie

algebras. First, I stated general results about the classification

of simple infinite-dimensional Lie algebras. Then I gave an axiomatic

definition of the Kac-Moody Lie algebras ~(A) , associated to an

arbitrary Cartan matrix A. There are three classes of these: finite-

dimensional semisimple, affine Lie algebras (those of finite Gelfand-

Kirillov dimension), and of infinite Gelfand-Kirillov dimension. An

explicit construction of affine Lie algebras was givsn. Then the.

theory of. roots was de~eloped, the structure of the Weyl group was

studied, etc.

In the second part I introduced highest weight modules and the

generalized Casimir operator, and proved the.character formula for

any irreducible &(Al-module L(Al with ~ dominant highest weight.

As an applieation the Macdonald identities ~ere proved.

In the third part I rewrote the character of . L(A) of an affine Lie

algebra in the fonn: eh L(A) = ~ E(W) e w(A+p)/~ e(w) 8
w

(p) , where

BA denotes the elassical theta-function. This also can be written

as E cA (t) 8 , where cA (1") are same modular functions. For the
'lJ ~ lJ ~

nso called basic representatiol1 L(A o ) this gives: eh L(A
o

) = e
A

In(1") •

o
This is the basic fact for the constructian of the module L(A) in

o

terms of the vertex operators, which are important in quantum field

t~eory. At the end I discussed same other constructions'of modules

L(A) • in particular the construction of the spin representations

(constructed independently by Kac-Peterson and Frenkel). This is again

related to physics.

•
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The arithmetic theory of loop 5~OUPS

Laurent polynomials with coefficients in R. We let

For a commutative ring with unit R ~ WB let ~R denote the ring of

G denote the
~...,

:-t

~R- rational points of a sirnply connected Chevalley group G. We set

G = G~~ r = G~L where Rand l denote the real numbers and rational

integers~ respectively. In our lectures we developed a reduction theory

for r ~ G • In the process we showed"how to describe rand constructJ

~ all central extensions o~ G~ (k ~ any field) correspondingto powers
k

of the tarne symbol. The construetion will rely on projective~ modular

representations of G~ • Also we proved the existence of unitary
'k.

representations for central extensions of certain groups of loaps

of a compact group.

Geddard Po: Dual resonance models end the group of diffeomorphisms

of the circle

I attempted to describe the background in elemen~ary partiele physics

which led to tbe construction of dual resonance models (the Veneziano

model~ etc.J. In these models the infinite dimensional 'Lie algebra

[L ~L ] = (m-n) L er rather its central extensionm n m+n

[add Dm~rn2-1) 0 /24 to the right hand side; physically 0' is
m~ -n

the dimension of space-timeJ plays a erueial roie. The importance of

modular functions in the model was illustrated. The relationship

of the model to the quantum theory of a relativistic string was sketchedo

The physical requirement of unitarity certainly forces 0 < 26 and

seems to require 0 = 26 for complete consistencyo [There is another

dual model for which the corresponding condition 1s 0 = 10 and in

which a super Lie aigebra~eontaining the above as a subalgebral plays

the analogaus erueial rOleJ 0 There was ne time to discuss the constructions

of the unitary representations of the algebra and a eorresponding groupl

which are important in the physical theories.
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Macdonald I.G.: On conjsctures of Oyson end Mehta

-1 k.
In 1962 :F. J. Oyson conj ectured that the canstant term. in i~ j (1 -u

i
U j ).

fwhere u
1

# • • • # u
n

are independent indeterminates and k is- a- ·positive

integer) should be (nk)!/(k!)n. Various generalizations and ana-

logues were discussed. and likewis8: ge~eralizations of a somewhat

an~logous conjecture due to M.L. Mehta •

Kraft H.: Representation theory end root systems

The a~ of this talk was to discuss some relations between general

root systems and representation tneory of algebras. The link between

their theories 1s the concept of a quiver (introduced by Gabriel 1972).

A quiver r d(ro .r
1

) consists of a set ro of points and a set r
1

of

arrows betweeQ these poi~ts:

1o - ·~Q---~.. · -----: ·
·1/1

• • •

A representation V=(Vi.$a)i~r
... 0

and a~set of linear maps a Er1

is a set of vector spaces V. ovar k
~

initial point

and a" final point of the arrow a ). In this way we get a catego.ry;

each representation 1s a (unique) direct sum cf indecomposable represen-

tations.The main problem is to describe these representations,in particular

the indecomposable representations.

Examples:

o
.
1.--t.+--.

1.
Qo

conjugacy
class8

pencil
of maps

(Kronecker)

q"uadrupel
of subspaces

(Gelfand-?onomarev)

pairs of

matrices
linear
dynamical
systems .J                                   
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The dimension of a representatien V is given by dim V= ("d1mV1 J1fT El\Ir0

o
r is said to be of finite representatior. type , if there are only

a finite number of indecomposable representations. r is called ~,

if the classification problem does not contain the problem of classifi-

cation of pairs of matrices.

Theorem 1:

a) (Yoshii. GabrielJ r is of finite representation type ~ I the under-

lying graph Ir I 1s a Dynkin-diagram of type A
n

on E.
J

b) (Nazarova. Donovan-Freislich) r 1s tarne (==:) Irl i5 aOynkin~

diagram er an~ extended Dynkin-diagram of type A
n

E.
J

j=6.7.8 .

In these cases the indecomposable representations are classified.".

To the quiver r (which we assurne without edge lOQps for.simplicity] wa

asseciate the Cartan-matrix Cr=(a .. )
1J r x r

o 0

between i and j (i;j) ,and we denote by

reet system.

r
~r c~ 0 "the corresponding

•
Theorem 2: (Kac) (Assurne k algebraically closed).

a) {dirn V I"V indecomposable representation of r

"reot system).

+ "
ßr "(the generalized

b) a E A;eal~ 3 ~ unique indecomposeble representation" of· this dimension.

+
a E Aim~ 3 m-many indecomposable representations of this dime8sion

*parameters ~ 1-(a.a)

(where ( • ) is the Titsform associatsd to er).
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In particular the set .~ dirn V I v indecomposable representation}

does not depend on the orientation of r but only an lil . On the

other hand Ringel's results on the quiver

shows that the "fine structure" of the representations (e.g. dimensions

of endomorphism rings) depend on the orientation ..

Haefliger A.: Gelfand-FuKs cohomology and connections with foliation"theory

The first part 6f the talk was a survey on some fundamental results on

Gelfand-Fuks cohomology (namely the continuous cohqmology of the ~iB

algebra ~ M cf smooth vector fields on a manifeld M). The erueial

point is the eomputation of the c.ohemology of th,e Lie algebra L of
n

formal vector fields on Rn • Us1ng the dictionnary of QuillenTSullivan

which gives an equivalence between sirnply connected spaees up to rational

homotopy and DG-algebras up to homotopy equivalence (DG=different1al

graded)~ the answer can be phrased in topological terms. Namely the

DG-algebra of cochains on· ~n corresponds to a topolog1cal space

Pn deseribed by Gelfand-Fuks as the principal U -bundle obtained fromn

the universal U -bundle
n

over the grassmannian BU
n

by restrietion •above the 2n-skeleton (equivalently a wedge of spheresJ. The DG-algebra

of cochains on t M corresponds' to the space of s"ections of t he bundle

E over M assoe1ated to the tangent bundle of M with fibre F .•
n

The second part was d'e\1oted to the connection with .foliation theory.

starting from the Godbillon-Vey invariant. All known obstructions to

construct foliations come from the non vanishing of some real cohomology

classes arising from Gelfand-Fuks cocycles. The problems can be phrased

in terms of classifying spaees~ like Brn ~ of some pseudographs (instead

of graphs like in bundle theoryJ. Gelfand-Fuks cohomology appears as the
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differentiable cohomology ef these classifying spaces. Theorems of

Thurston and Mather about those spaces are just parallel to the theorems

stated above on Gelfand-FuKs cohomology. Oifferentiable cohomology gives

only a very rcugh idea of what the true cohomology should be, and same

fundamental conjectures suggested by it are still ta be proved er dis-

proved by discovering new invariants.

Slodowy P.: Defonmations of singularities end simple groups

The simple singularit1es (also called rational double points or

Kleinian singular1tiesl are classif1ed by the Dynkin diagrams

Ar ' Dr • ES ' E7, ES • In 1970 Brieskorn showed that the semiuni

versal deformation of these singularities can be embedded into the

characteristic morphism X : G + TIW of the correspanding complex Lie

group G. In our talk we first reviewed the basic features of

Brieskorn's construction. Then we investigated the geometrie properties

o A _0
of a characteristic morphism X : ~ ~I/W on the Iwaheri elements u

of a loap group ~. Ihe morphism X is defined by using the fundamental

characters of the eorresponding Kac-Moody Lie algebra. Finally we showed

how the semiuniversal deformation of a simply-elliptic singularity of
~ ~ ~ A ~

type ES' E7 ' ES ' Os ' or A4 can be embeddded locally into the

charaeteristie morph1sm of the corresponding loop group G.

Frankel I.B.: Orbital theory for affiD8 Lie algebras

Let G be a group of nonbased Cm-loops on a compact simple Lie group

G with Lie al~ebra ~, let ~ be the corresponding loop algebra and

i the nontrivial central extension of i. Then i 1s isomorphie to the

campletition, in an appropriate topo~ogy, of the Kac-Moody algebra with

affine Cartan matrix corresponding to [. We described G-orbits in

i*; the dual space of i, and showed by using the Floquet theory of                                   
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linear differential equatians with periadic caefficients. that every

orbit contains a constant loap. Ws then formulated a Kirillov character

fonnula for the 1rreducible representatians of i w1 th- highest weight.

by means of orbital integrals w1th respect to Gaussian measure on

Ta prove th1s formula we reduced 1t. with the help of the Kac7We~1

character formula for constant-loops. to the calculation of an integral

with respect to conditional W1ener measure. The calculation of the

latter integral 1s based on the theory of Wiener measure and Brownian

'motion on 'homogeneous manifol~s.

Adler ':M;.:. Completely integrable Hamiltonian systems

We dlseussed the Korteweg-de Vries equation and its Gelfand-Diki1 generali-

generalizations 1n the coMtext of. the pseudo-d~f~~~~~tialoperator Lie·algebra

1n particular this includes its complete integrability as a Hamiltonian

system. Ws also discussed some finite-dimensional integrable systems in

the context of Kac-Moody extensions of the semi-simple Lie algebras.- This

leads naturally to solution of these systems via Lax-equations in the Kac-

Moody algebras - by means of the Jacobians of algebraic curves naturally

assoc1ated to such equat1ons. Moreover. representation theory 1s seen to

1nteraet smoothly with elass1eal algebraic correspondance theory via an eId

theorem of CBstelnuova. Some examples are the periodic Toda system and its ~

genera11zations, the Neumann and Jacobi systems. the spinning Euler top and

the Lagrange top.

vanMoerbeke P.: Hamiltonian mechanics. isospectral flows and Kac-Mcody

Lie algebras

The Liouv11le theorem for Hamilton1an systems teIls you that a compact

Ham11tonian system with enough 1nvariants in involution evolves on a torus.
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The main difficulty is to find the invariants as is weIl known from classical

examples. If the system can be put in the framework of"a Kostant-Kirillov

orbit for a Kac-Moody Lie algebra, then finding the invariants and integrating

the problem 1s easy via a general method; moreover the invariant tori turn out

to be Jacobi varieties of curves, naturally constructed from the Kostant

Kirillov methode They are formed by taking the characteristic polynomial of

a typical element in the orbit. Also the linearizing varietY'is independent

of the representation, although the curves heavily depend on the represen

tations. 1he spinning-tops of Euler and Lagrange, the Toda lattices associated

to the different classical groups, the geodesie flow on ellipsoids, the Neumann

problem and the Korteweg-de Vries equation can all be linearized and integrated

acording to the same scheme.

Wilson R. l.: Obstructions to modular classical simple Lie ~lgebras

Let A be a finite indecomposable Cartan matrix of rank n. Let F be

a field of characteristic p>3, L ~ LCAl be the corresponding universal

Kac-Moody Lie algebra over F, and R be the radical of L . Thus t/R

1s a finite-dimensional modular classical simple Lie algebra (in the sense

of Mills and·Seligman). In joint werk with Stephan Berman we have shown

that lf n>1 then t must contain other maximal ideals. In particular,

certain simple Lie algebras of generalized Cartan type may arise as quotients

of L. Details are contained in a preprint (af the same title)" for back

ground on Kac~Moody Lie algebras in prime characteristic see 8ennan, "On the

construction of simple Lie algebras" , J. of Algebra 27, 158-183, (1973) ..

Lepawsky J.: Generalized Verma modules, loop space cohomology and

combinatorial identities

This talk was a summary of my paper in Ann. Sei. Ecale Norm. Sup. (1979).

Aresolution (generaJizing the Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand resolution) for

a standard module of a Kac-Moody Lie algebra, 1n terms of generalized Verma
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modules .. was recalled (fram a joint paper,with Garland). The resolution.

combined with relative homological algebra .. was used to obtain general results

on relative Lie algebra cohomology. These results "unify" in an algebraic

setting the Borel-Weil-Bott-Kostant theorem .. Bott's "strange equality".

results of Bott on path and loop space cohomology. the Weyl-Macdonald-Kac

formu1as .. _and t he original Bernstei,n-Gelfand-Gel fand resolution. Open

questions from the published paper were. reiterated.

Borel A.: Same special representations of semi-simple p-adic groups

and Hecke algebras

Report on a paper published in lnv. Math. 34 .. 233-259. (1976) (see also

H. Matsumoto .. Springer L.N. 590 .. for overlapping resultsl. Let k be a

non-archimedean leeal field.. G a connected sami-simple k-group (assumed

to be simply connected here) and G=grkJ . Let B -be an Iwahori subgroup

of G. The purpose of this work 1s to construct admissable representations

(rr .. V)· of G in wh1ch the fixed point set VB of B ·-15 ~ 0 . Let

H = H(G .. S) be the Hecke algebra of G mod B .. 1.e. the space of·compactly

supported B-biinvariaQt funct10ns on G .. endowed with the convolution

product. One can construct an induced representation I(E) = C~(GJ0H E

and a preduced er coinduced representation P(E) = {fE C(G/B;EJ"" I flftJ =..rcUtit

with fixed point set H-isomorphic to E~(C:(GJ 15 the space of locally con

stant compaetly supported funct10ns on G .. viewed as module by right con

vo1ution .. and C(G/B;E)~ 1s the space 9f E valued funetions on .GIB. 1eft

invariant under same compact open subgroup of G]. It can be shown that I (E) ..

P(E) are canonica11y isomorphie .. admissab1e .. and that E ~ I(E) 1s an exact

functor. When E 1s one dimensional. ane can determine when P(EJ is square

integrable. One gets in this way same L2-representations which are not super-

cuspida1 .. among them the special representat10n of Matsumoto .. Shalika (Gelfand-

Graev for 512 J.
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Modular functions and weight multiplicities for representations

of affine Lie algebras

Let A # 0 be a dominant integral weight for an affine Lie algebra, L(Al

the corresponding irreducible highest weight module with weight spaee de-

eomposition L(A) e • L(Al). • Then for any weight A of L(Al J there
).Eh f\ 21l'ir

A
().)T 211'in-r

such that C~(T) = e ·r (dirn L(Al)._nöle
nEZ

is a modular function.

We discussed the behavior A under 5l(2,2l and deduced that cer-of the ~A .
A powers of n(Tl allowing a construction of L(Al • Wetain CA(T) are .

also deduced an asymptotic expression for dirn L(Ali_nö

Using an e~pression for the Kostant partition function for -sr22l • WB found

that for this ease, the are tirnes certain theta functions

associated to indefinite quadratic forms.

Weisfeiler 8.: Differential Lie algebras

Infinite-dimensional groups of transformations were studied in different

~ contexts by many people. starting with S. Lie himself and then by E. Cartan.

Cartan's results were put in modern setting in the 60-ies (V. Guillemin.

S. Sternberg, v.· Kac and others). Independent approach was offered by

I.F. Ritt in early 50-ies. He noticed that these groups carry.an additional

structure which makes them into "differential" groups. We describe Lie

algebras of the corresponding formal groups. Ta be explicit. let K be

an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0, P a Lie ring of

derivations of K. wh1ch 15 a K-space. Let K[P] be the Lie algebra of
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differential operators generated by P • We consider linearly compact

L1e algebras L such that: (i) L is a K[p] -module; (ii) Lie algebra

map L~L+ L is a map of K[pJ-modules; (ii1) the continuous dual L-

of L 15 .8 finitely generated K[pJ-module. Such Lie algebras fit weIl

into Cartan classification. In particular, they hav~ .K[pJ-invariant

radical. Simple ones are e1ther K-simple or of the form HOmK[p) (K[P],S) ,

~be~e P 1s a K-subspace of P which 1s ~ Lie ring and where S 1s a

K-simple K(f]-algebra. The st~ctures cf- K[P]-algebras on K[P]-simple

Lie algebras are also described.

Berichterstatter:

D. BarteIs

w. Borho

v. Kac
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